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The True Origin And Meaning Of Lucifer!

''How art thou fallen from heaven, Lucifer, son of the morning! Thou art cut down to the ground, that
didst prostrate the nations!'' Isa 14:12. Darby.

     ''You were like the morning star, but you have fallen from the sky. In the past, all the nations on earth
bowed down before you, but now you have been cut down.''  Isa 14:12.  ERV. 

     Paul in Ephesians would tell us that each & every one of us were created in Christ at the moment
described in the following verse.

     ''For  we are His workmanship,  created in Christ  Jesus to  good works, which God has  before
ordained that we should walk in them.''  Eph 2:10. MKJV.  
     The word created here does not mean recreated as many would think & is referring to our original
creation in Christ Jesus for this is when He - if we can receive it - actually created His Own corporate
self in man.

    ''For we are his workmanship, having been created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God has
before prepared that we should walk in them.''  Eph 2:10.  Darby.  

     This actually meant that at that moment that each & every one of us were created IN HIM.  The word
Lucifer  actually  means  Day  Star,  Light  Bringer  or  Shining  One &  is  from  the  word  HALAL,
interestingly the equivalent in the N.T. to this word is found in Rev22:16b  ''I am the Root and the
Offspring of David, the radiant brilliant MORNING STAR.''

  
     Even though tradition would tell us that this description of one called Lucifer is satan  who was
supposedly cast out of heaven is at the very least a misleading misunderstanding.  The truth is that this
being is the most beautiful original Christ-Adam, yes this is the true connection with Christ, for when
researched we find that the word Lucifer in Isaiah 14 according to the footnote in the Amplified Bible, is
described as.  
Quote : 
     ''The Hebrew for this expression--''light bringer'' or ''shining one'' – is translated  ''Lucifer'' in The
Latin Vulgate, and is thus translated in the KJV.  But because of the association of that name with Satan,
it is not now used in this & other translations. Some students feel that the application of the name of
Lucifer to Satan, in spite of the long & confident teaching to that effect, is erroneous.  The application of
the name to Satan has existed since the third century A.D. & is based on the supposition that Luke 10:18
is an explanation of Isaiah 4:12, which many authorities believe is not true, ''Lucifer,'' the light bringer,
is the Latin equivalent of the Greek word ''Phosphorous,''  which is used as a title of Christ in 2Pet.1:19
& corresponds to the name ''Radiant & brilliant Morning Star'' in Rev, 22:16, a name Jesus called
Himself''
     Adam when first created in Eden was actually made wonderfully in the very  IMAGE of God, he was
created THE SON OF THE LIVING GOD incidentally Christ is also mentioned as being the very image
of  God also, so there is a depth here that many have not yet perceived.  If Eph 2:10 would tell us that we
were created & not recreated in Christ Jesus the relationship between Adam & Christ is astounding & if
you can receive it the ORIGINAL man Adam & Christ - who are both to do with the image of God - are
really one & the same, if you are at the moment baulking at this I would advise you to pray about it as this
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will only be realised through revelation.  Anything that we are sharing with you if you are not picking it
up, please do not worry, put it aside for now as these things do not all come at once & can only be
revealed by the Spirit.  Now we must realise that there is a vast difference between the Adam of Gen 1:27,
& the Adam of Gen 3:17 which are both referred to in Ezek 28 which we will  address a little later.
Unfortunately in the process many refer wrongly to the ''fall'' which was really a Divine lowering, we
ask how can we bring Christ into this equation?  Did not Jesus tell us that  ''I will never leave you or
forsake you'' also that ''lo I am with you always even to the end of the age.''  The answer of course is
that He is hidden within every man & when the Adam-Christ was lowered Rom 11:32 & 8:20, the Christ
the hidden part of our true identity did not leave us & will never leave us EVER!  In short Christ because
of His love for His creation has allowed Himself to be not only an intrinsic part of us & even though we
are lowered He has never left us but is always within us so that we at all times can partake of our higher
true self & come up higher in the full sense at the time when we become genuinely tired of this Adamic
mortal  deathly existence  & overcome  once  & for all.   The  reason for  this  article  is  to  further  our
understanding of how believers have been deluded into thinking that there is  a being other than our
lowered flesh identity called satan which is  derived from the Hebrew SAW-TAWN, this  information
shared will show how tradition has become established through religious misleading misunderstandings.
One of the first to propagate the truth regarding Lucifer was one of our great forerunners Bill Britton.  If
you care to google this you will find that he believed & shared one of the keys of what we are saying &
was to be further elaborated on by a number of great writers in the corporate body.  Revelation never
stands still, one understanding enlarges further into another & the end will result into the full truth being
realised within, minus all error that will be shaken once & for all!   
    

Lucifer In Truth According To Ezekiel!

In Ezek 28:2 & 9 we read twice ''you are only a man'' even at the very outset of the chapter it is being
established by the scripture that the theme of the subject is a man & only a man who is none other than
Adam,  the deeper understanding  is  that  it  is  referring  to  not  only  the  Adam man  singular  but  our
collective Christ-Adam man.
      ''Son of man, lift up a lament over the king of Tyre, and say to him, So says the Lord Jehovah: You
seal the measure, full of wisdom and perfect in beauty.  You have been in Eden the garden of God; every
precious stone was your covering, the ruby, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper,
the sapphire, the turquoise, and the emerald, and gold.  The workmanship of your tambourines and of
your flutes was prepared in you in the day that you were created.''   Eze 28:12-13. MKJV.  This man &
not satan had been a resident of Eden.  Could it be clearer as to who the writer was referring to?  All of
these above descriptions refer to the qualities with which he was endowed .  The KJV would say this.
     
     ''The workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that thou wast
created''  Verse 13b. Very interestingly taking the concordant meaning from the KJV it could well read in
today's idiom, ''the employment or deputy-ship was fixed, fashioned or ordered in the day that you were
selected.''    Does this in any way sound like that it is an enemy of God namely Satan being glorified?

     ''You were the anointed cherub that covers with overshadowing [wings], and I set you so. You were
upon the holy mountain of God; you walked up and down in the  midst of the stones of fire [like the
paved work of gleaming sapphire stone upon which the God of Israel walked on Mount Sinai].''  Ezek
28:14.  Amplified.

I ask who walked up & down upon the holy mountain of God in the midst of the stones of fire?  This
description would once again fit none other than Adam, keeping in mind that he was not only the lowered
man, but also remembering his & our full identity our wonderful Christ redeemer who lowered Himself
within us, to redeem us & to eventually bring us to a high place of perfection in Himself; Yet as far as our
Father was concerned it was always finished even from & before the foundation of the world.  The word
cherub would seem to indicate to many that this is referring to an angel & we can easily understand why
many are easily misled into thinking that it is referring to a spirit being namely Satan & not Adam, the
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next verses 15-18 will also verify what we have just shared
     
     ''You were blameless in your ways from the day you were created until iniquity and guilt were found in
you.  Through the abundance of your commerce you were filled with lawlessness and violence, and you
sinned; - erred - therefore I cast you out as a profane thing from the mountain of God and the guardian
cherub drove you out from the midst of the stones of fire.  Your heart was proud and lifted up because
of your beauty; you corrupted your wisdom for the sake of your splendour. I cast you to the ground; I
lay you before kings, that they might gaze at you.  You have profaned your sanctuaries by the multitude of
your iniquities and the enormity of your guilt, by the unrighteousness of your trade.  Therefore I have
brought forth a fire from your midst; it has consumed you, and I have reduced you to ashes upon the
earth in the sight of all who looked at you.''  Eze 28:15-18.  Amp.
     This is referring to when Adam was cast out of the beautiful garden even within himself & a flaming
sword would prevent him from accessing the Eden-ic privileges of his divinity whilst operating in his
proud flesh state.  Yet this to myself brings a praise from within when I realise that our great  Christ-
Adam redeemer has all the time allowed Himself to be lowered within us, experiencing this flesh realm
that  all  men must  endure  & overcome by the  power  of  that  very same Christ  within  himself  when
accessed.  It is the wonderful purpose of our loving Father to bring each one of us to ashes, when it comes
to our Adamic flesh realm; You & I each,  every one of us will rejoice to see not only others but ourselves
especially reduced to ashes & then our true identity the full Christ-Adam will then begin to soar within
us as a reality into that which is age-lasting, which will then evolve eventually into an eternal bliss in our
true Christ identity without the hindrance of the  illusory pull of this lower experience.   I think it is
seriously, gloriously & joyfully wonderful!  Mark this He Christ will stay in His, that is man's lowered
experience, until He brings every last lost sheep back to His eternal fold & may I also add not only to
this earthly fold, no my friend it reaches far, far further than this; What heavens do we think that the
following verses are referring to?  Our Great Christ is the Lord of ALL creations & this covers all of what
which we can imagine including ALL HEAVENS.  So the reconciliation of ALL THINGS far surpasses
all that many of us to date have ever imagined!  
     
     ''and by him to reconcile all things to itself, having made peace by the blood of his cross--by him,
whether the things on the earth or the things in the heavens.''   Col 1:20.  Darby  

  
      ''and by means of him to reconcile the things all to him, having made peace by means of the blood of
the cross of him, by means of him, whether the things on the earth, or the things in the heavens.''  Col
1:20.  Diaglott.  
     How far in our thinking do we imagine the heavens would encompass & to go a little further just what
is meant in our third realm or Most Holy Place understanding of ''And I have other sheep who are not of
this fold?''
  
     ''And I have other sheep who are not of this fold. I must also lead those, and they shall hear My voice,
and there shall be one flock, one Shepherd.''  John 10:16. MKJV. 

    ''And other sheep have I which are not of this fold. Those also I must be leading, and they will be
hearing My voice, and there will be one flock, one Shepherd." John 10:16.  Concordant Literal. 
   
     Considering the scope of  the ALL HEAVENS just how far do we take it, also ''And other sheep have I
which are not of this fold.''?  What does the greatness of Christ's rule encompass?  My answer is, the
very same scope of our Eternal Father, which reaches from infinity to infinity.  This to me puts a far
deeper meaning into the words concerning the Christ when He shall be ''All in all.'' I ask you is there
any  Greater One that we can give praise to?   No wonder we are told in Rev 19:6.

     ''And secondly they said, Hallelujah! And her smoke rose up forever and ever.  And the twenty-four
elders and the four living creatures fell down and worshiped God sitting on the throne, saying, Amen!
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Hallelujah! And a voice came out of the throne, saying, Praise our God, all His servants, and the ones
fearing Him, the small and great.  And I heard as the sound of a great multitude, and as the sound of
many waters, and as the sound of  strong thunders, saying,  Hallelujah! For the Lord God omnipotent
reigns!''  Rev 19:3-6. MKJV.

Returning to our thought ''Lucifer According To Ezekiel'' 

      ''Your beauty made you proud. Your glory ruined your wisdom. So I threw you down to the ground,
and now other kings stare at you.  You did many wrong things. You were a very crooked merchant. In this
way you made the holy places unclean. So I brought fire from inside you. It burned you! You burned to
ashes on the ground. Now everyone can see your shame.''  Ezek 28:17-18. ERV. 

     ''You have profaned your sanctuaries by the multitude of your iniquities and the enormity of your
guilt, by the unrighteousness of your trade. Therefore I have brought forth a fire from your midst; it has
consumed you, and I have reduced you to ashes upon the earth in the sight of all who looked at you.  All
who know you among the people are astonished and appalled at you; you have come to a horrible end
and shall never return to being.''   Ezek 28:18-19. Amplified. 
     
     This last verse is actually a fiat or a decree concerning the end of the lowered proud Adam, it is
concerning the flesh man; When our Father has finished His work with every man the lowered Adam will
be finished & will  ''never return to being.''  His  ''horrible end and shame''  will be witnessed & be
known by our loving Fathers workings within each of us at the appropriate time by all of mankind!
What a wonderful, wonderful future the redeemer of all of men has for His children ''For God so loved
the WORLD that He Gave.''

     So the Lucifer of truth is certainly not a Satan or SAW-TAWN but is none-other than Adam in both his
lowered state as well as his Christ-Adam status, & here above we are shown the end of his proud self.  If
we have not yet realised it, this what Ezekiel is telling us is a stepping stone to the revealing of the full
truth of a  so called SAW-TAWN or Satan & of course goes in-part,  hand-in-hand with what  we are
declaring & that is the ever revealing understanding within to the complete obliteration of the belief that
our Loving Father ever devised a being called Satan & that it was a man made religious deception which
stemmed from Gen 3:1-7.  As unpopular as it is by many at the moment, the end result will confirm that
which is seen clearly by many deep & very spiritual men of God.  As when the world was first declared
round it  was met with much hostility by the majority.   It  often times takes a long time for the well
established understandings to be dealt with but it  would seem that God is right now doing a  QUICK
WORK. Interestingly it is only since the 14th century that the world began to alter their opinion that the
world was round & not flat.  In 1492 at the time of Columbus he proved very quickly that the earth was
round & not flat.  Can we imagine only a little over 500 years ago most of the world were still convinced
that the world was flat.  Of course there were other scholars way before this that believed that the earth
was round but the persistent belief of a flat earth was mostly not altered until Columbus sailed around the
world & made his amazing declaration.   Actually all the world had to do to find the answer was to believe
what was written in Isa 40:22 where it is written ''It is God who sits upon the circle of the earth.''  Just
as difficult as it would have been for some at first to conceive that Columbus was right it is no more
difficult for many who have all their spiritual lifetime been inundated with the theory that there is a literal
Satan as well as the adversary of our lower identity i.e.  ''Flesh.''  And so it is today that we need to
believe what the Spirit is saying through the Word in regards to the true identity of our adversary which
is none other than the snake of our fleshly imagination & not the corruption of the great red Dragon that
it has become & grown out of all proportion in the minds of many sadly deceived religious advocates. 
     
     ''that the creation itself also shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious
liberty of the children of God.'' Rom 8:21. MKJV.  This verse in my opinion covers more than what we
previously gave it credit for.  In my understanding anything that would keep us under any corruption that
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would  mar our liberty in the experience of releasing truth  - for this is where our true liberty lies -
would need to be taken very seriously & obliterated from our perception altogether.  No matter how this is
received at the moment, as Columbus was eventually proved to be sharing truth it will also be seen that
the very serious truths that this article along with others & that we ourselves have been sharing, were
ordered & ordained by our wonderful Heavenly Father.
     ''That all living things will be made free from the power of death and will have a part with the free
children of God in glory.''  Rom 8:21. Bible in Basic English.  
    

A Dissolving, A Separation Must Occur!

''For we know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building from God, a
house not made with hands, eternal in the - our - heavens.''  2Co 5:1. MKJV. 
     This word dissolved really means to separate two things that are joined together, in this case our body
& our soul, but in our third day understanding I am convinced that it goes much further & deeper than
what we are seeing on the surface!
     
     ''For we are conscious that if this our tent of flesh is taken down, we have a building from God, a
house not made with hands, eternal, in heaven.'' 2Co 5:1.  Bible in Basic English.. 
     
     The building from God of course is our eternal spiritual abode which is always within us & will never
''fade away.''  What heaven or heavens is this referring to?  Our own heavenly places of course, where we
are perceiving what is right or what is wrong, what is truth or what is error!
     
     In the beginning God created man in His own Image & likeness.  Afterward man created a God in HIS
own image & likeness, of  his perception of things with a number of pluses!  And so a  dissolving, a
separation must occur between the truth & error, within our heavens!   Until we come to the place that
we have a true perception in our heavens of what is right & what is wrong, of what is truth & what is error
there must be a dissolving of error in our heavens – or understanding – of any misleading-s that would
oppose revelatory truth.  There must be a separation, we cannot have it any other way!
     We must also keep in mind that until Eve was deceived & in her carnal mistaken identity  gave to her
husband & caused him to make a choice that then the deceived mind began to control the body of both of
them.  Please keep in mind that we are looking at this from only one aspect, we are not saying this to
tread on corns as we are well aware that there are many understandings & opinions involved here, which I
am sure we would also agree with a number of them.  Now in this third day our Loving Father has given
us information that by accessing the mind of Christ we can separate the souls control over the body &
when this is done as one has well said  ''we  will have and not will get our eternal body from heaven.''
Having said this, there must come first a  dissolving, a  separation within our heavens, it must occur &
taking notice of appearances or what we see or perceive with our natural mind is far, far short of the mark.
Judgement of one another is also part of this.  So what is our theme today?   The true origin & meaning of
Lucifer as well as the age-old understanding of a created being that is the  - supposed opposite - enemy of
our Eternal Father known to date as satan & has had the power to cause Him much trouble, which since it
began to evolve if we can only realise it has not caused our Eternal Father any spiritual problem at all but
ourselves who have been amazingly taken in & deceived since Gen 3:1-7.  
     It is so wonderful to realise that we, each &  every one of us were created in Christ  before the
foundation of what we see with our natural eyes!    

Following Our Christ Revealing Foundation!
  
''And no one puts new wine into old wineskins. Else the new wine will burst the wineskins and be spilled,
and the wineskin will perish.  But  new wine must be put into  new wineskins, and both are  preserved
together.  Also no one having drunk old wine immediately desires new, for he says, The old is better.''
Luke 5:37-39. MKJV.  These verses were definitely not my own idea as I have used them a number of
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times before, but as we well know when the Spirit expressly directs He surely knows best.  NO ONE
having drunk the OLD WINE immediately desires the NEW.  Why?  Because of that which he has found
so comfortable for so long.  This is why so many say ''The old is better'' he or she still find the new hard
to accept.  It is not always easy to break old habits, but yet in the above verse there is much hope, for in
the word ''immediately'' is the fact of our Father working on the heart.  The constant flow of water will
in time smooth the roughest of stones!
     
      ''And no one pours new wine into old wineskins; if he does, the fresh wine will burst the skins and it
will be spilled and the skins will be ruined (destroyed).  But new wine must be put into fresh wineskins.
And no one  after drinking old wine immediately desires new wine,  for  he says,  The  old is  good or
better.''  Luke 5:37-39.  Amplified.  
     It needs to be considered, when does the drinking of new wine ever cease for those of us who have
been in & are coming out of the old wine of our religiosity cease?  Another question we all earnestly need
to ponder is; Do I really know it all, have I reached the stage that I no longer need change in my thinking
& experience?  
  
     ''And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow,
nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain: for the former things are passed away.''  Rev 21:4. KJV.

     ''God will wipe away every tear from their eyes; and death shall be no more, neither shall there be
anguish (sorrow and mourning) nor grief nor pain any more, for the old conditions and the former order
of things have passed away.''  Rev 21:4. Amplified. 
     This I believe makes it very clear that what we have believed in the past & even what some are holding
tenaciously to right now on our journey of coming out of the former order  must pass away before we
come into  the  experience  of  our ''mortality  putting on immortality''  or our ''corruption putting on
incorruption''  ''then shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in
victory.''  ''O death where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?'' 1Cor 15:53-55. KJV.
     
     ''Do not remember the former things, nor consider the things of old.  Behold, I will do a new thing;
now it shall  sprout;  shall  you not know it? I  will  even make a way  in the wilderness, rivers in the
desert.''  Isa 43:18-19. MKJV.  
     Shall we not know it?   If we can keep an open heart & not find fleshly judgemental reasons to keep
our former ways of thinking, as the flesh will always try to find some way out of getting rid of our old
wine-skins there is no reason that we will not know it as we are told that  ''I will even make a way in the
wilderness and rivers in the desert.'' 

     ''Remember ye not the former things, neither consider the things of old.  Behold, I will do a new
thing; now shall it spring forth; shall ye not know it? I will even make a way in the wilderness, and
rivers in the desert.''  Isa 43:18-19. American Standard.   
     Prophetically the Spirit through the great prophet Isaiah is telling us ''now shall it spring forth; shall
ye not know it?''  What is the basis of his prophetical thought forget & consider not the former things for
a new thing shall spring forth?  Is this not the essence of The Most Holy Place believers, in that we are
always ready & open to further revelatory change?  

     ''For, behold, I create new heavens and a new earth; and the former things shall not be remembered,
nor come into mind.''  Isa 65:17.  American Standard.  
     Once again in the Third Day understanding what are the new heavens & new earth referring to?  Our
heavens are what we understand or perceive spiritually which are to pass away & in place of them our
Father is replacing these for new understandings plus creating a new earth, our earthy existence will be
replaced for an incorruptible one & the former things shall not be remembered nor even come into our
mind!  So considering this as we are aware that our Christ is preparing a people who He is going to use to
accomplish this  we need to realise  that  right now He is  preparing His Forerunners or extensions  of
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Himself to be willing to forego all of their religiosity which are to  ''not be remembered nor come into
mind.''
     ''For see, I am making a new heaven and a new earth: and the past things will be gone completely out
of mind.''  Isa 65:17.  Bible in Basic English.  What we have said directly above applies here also.

The Sunrise That Is Bringing In The Perfect Day!

''But the path of the just is as the shining light, that shines more and more to the perfect day.'' Proverbs
4:18. MKJV. 
  
     ''The road the righteous travel is  like the sunrise, getting  brighter and brighter until daylight has
come.''  Pro 4:18.  Good News Bible. 
     Bright sunlight is a wonderful thing, I have been wearing glasses for a number of years now, one pair
especially for the computer the other pair for reading.  When reading we must always wear glasses as I
cannot discern the content.  The amazing thing is that when the sun is very bright I do not need any help
other than the sun itself.  The sun itself brings all the light that we need in our spiritual walk.  In the 4 th

Chapter of the book of Malachi & the second verse we read.  
      
     ''But to you who fear My name, the Sun of Righteousness shall arise, and healing will be on His
wings. And you shall go out and frisk like calves of the stall.''  Mal 4:2.  MKJV. 

  ''But to you who give worship to my name, the sun of righteousness will come up with new life in its
wings; and you will go out, playing like young oxen full of food.''  Mal 4:2.  Bible in Basic English. 
    
     This last BBE version gives what I feel is a nearer to the mark rendition.  The word healing in Strongs
#4852 & is associated with #4832 which actually means remedy or restoration.   
     We have mentioned in earlier articles that Ferrar Fenton was a very in-depth translator who we feel has
very much to offer especially to those who are advocating the Third Day understanding.  He replaces the
word healing with the word restoration.  Interestingly the BBE version is in my opinion closer to what is
really meant with  ''will come up with new life in its wings;''  so let us quote part of this same verse with
what Ferrar Fenton would share with us.

     ''But to you who fear My name, the Sun of Righteousness shall arise, with RESTORATION in His
wings.''   
     A renewal of new life, a restoration of prior to Genesis spiritual truths; Would not these be the very
old pre-Genesis paths that The Sun of Righteousness would be shining on & giving brilliant light to?  The
word resurrection in Jn 5:29 is saying to us exactly the same thing for it is from Gk Anastasis # 386 &
means the recovery or restoration of spiritual truth.
 
     ''whom Heaven truly needs to receive until the times of  restoration of all things, which God has
spoken by the mouth of His holy prophets since the world began.''  Acts 3:21. MKJV. 
       
     ''Whom heaven must receive [and retain] until the time for the complete restoration of all that God
spoke by the mouth of all His holy prophets for ages past [from the most ancient time in the memory of
man].''  Acts 3:21. Amplified. 

     The brilliance of the light of the Son of righteousness is certainly being affected in our lives today
especially the light that is being shined on the terrible error of a non-existent being known as Satan from
the original SAW-TAWN which is now being cast down in truth to where he belongs, THE EARTH.
 
     ''And He said to them, I saw Satan fall from Heaven like lightning.''   Luke 10:18.  MKJV.
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    ''Jesus told them: I saw Satan fall from heaven like a flash of lightning.''  Luke 10:18.  Contemporary
English Version.  
     This is actually a prophecy.  Jesus knew that His words would reach well into the future & keeping in
mind that He knows the end from the beginning there is no doubt in my mind that in this day & age much
of what was said by Him was to be revealed at the appropriate time even though it may seem to some to
be taking things out of context.  In this day & age to those in the Most Holy Place understanding it is
actually in perfect context.    
    Once again we ask  what heaven is being referred to in the above text?  It is the  falling from our
heavens that the old  deceived perception of Satan is disappearing & when seen & understood by the
sincere seeker it will happen like a flash like lightning, from the east to the west, old understandings are
undergoing the intense light of the sunrise that is bringing to our heavens the light of the perfect day. 
  
     ''For as the lightning comes out of the east and shines even to the west, so also will be the coming of
the Son of Man.''  Mat 24:27.  MKJV. 
  
     ''For as the lightning comes out from the east and flashes to the west, so shall also be the coming of
the Son of Man.''   Mat 24:27.  EMTV.  Actually this word lightning is in the Strongs #  G796 bright
shining.  So a nearer translation would be a bright shining light.  Incidentally the speed of pure light is
far, far quicker than that of lightning!  The ''Son of Man'' would of course incorporate the Man-child the
corporate body that God will use to share & bring in & shepherd, rule the nations with an iron sceptre, the
reason that they will have the where-withal to do this is that they are  CAUGHT UP TO GOD & HIS
THRONE within themselves being in two realms at the same time.  This no doubt is what John Bunyon
meant when he related to us in Pilgrims Progress ''In this land the  Shining Ones commonly walked,
because it was upon the borders of heaven. . . And this the gardener said, even to me. --- John Bunyon.''
     So there is a sunrise of a new & perfect day taking place right now ''Old things are passing away &
because of the  bright light of this new day,  ''Sunrise'' all things are becoming new.''  The Sun of
righteousness is certainly SHINING in our favour.
     
     We would also mention once again that it is of great significance that Michael the Chief angel is also
very much involved in the restoration of all things.

The True Origin And Meaning Of Lucifer!

In reminding us of our heading once again, we are glad that we are all being enlightened & coming out of
ALL tradition as it is being revealed.  No matter where we are it does not alter our wonderful Fathers love
concern & care for each of us.  Remembering that He has a mighty unfailing plan for EVERY MAN. 

     ''And secondly they said, Hallelujah! And her smoke rose up forever and ever.  And the twenty-four
elders and the four living creatures fell down and worshiped God sitting on the throne, saying, Amen!
Hallelujah! And a voice came out of the throne, saying, Praise our God, all His servants, and the ones
fearing Him, the small and great.  And I heard as the sound of a great multitude, and as the sound of
many waters, and as the sound of  strong thunders, saying,  Hallelujah! For the Lord God omnipotent
reigns!''  Rev 19:3-6. MKJV.

Ralph Knowles, July 2015.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

Trust that this finds you in the high fellowship of God & His blessings.  To those who are open hearted &
are listening, blessings to you.  There is always a higher place in God for all.  This is something that is
never ending.    
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